
The new logo will appear at the top of all Gimme 5 
tickets and winning numbers reports. 

 

 

 

  

Gimme 5 Update 
 

As you know, Gimme 5 going from 3 drawings a week to 5 drawings a week was postponed due to the pandemic.  While 
we still don’t have a date for the game change, we do need to move ahead with the first part of the software change. 

Sunday morning the gaming system will be down for a few hours while new software is installed on your terminals. 
When the system comes up and you sign in you will see the new Gimme 5 logo everywhere you saw the old logo. On the 
main screen, the quick pick and manual pick screens for Gimme 5, the winning numbers screen, and on the game info 
screen. The help screens have also been updated to display the new logo. 

The Game Info image will already show that drawings are Monday through Friday even though the change hasn’t 
happened yet. 

 

On the Advance Draw screen, Monday through Friday will be highlighted for the next 30 draws even though you can’t 
sell a ticket for Tuesday or Thursday at this time. If you try to print a ticket for a Tuesday or a Thursday, you will receive 
an error message. Multi-draw tickets will work properly. Tickets will be produced for Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 
draws.  

Players will need to complete new play slips as the old play slips will no longer work. Plays slips with the new logo were 
shipped out on Wednesday, May 13th. Even though the play slips say the game is played five days a week that change is 
not being implemented at this time. If you do not have the new play slips by Saturday, please contact the Intralot help 
desk at 1-877-809-8062. Please recycle all old play slips. 

If an old play slip is scanned on the Photon you will receive an error message that says OLD GIMME 5 PLAY SLIP. If a 
player scans an old play slip on a WinStation (vending machine), they will see “Play slip no longer valid. Please fill out a 
new play slip.” 

Once the game change date is scheduled, we will need a five-week draw countdown before the change can happen. 
We’ll make sure to communicate that to you as soon as the date has been set. 

Thank you for your patience during these unprecedented times.  

 

If you have questions, please call the Vermont Lottery at 1-800-322-8800  


